
Grade 1 Modern 

Warm up 

Shake hands low, medium, high, clasp hands high, brings hands to chest whilst running on the spot 

Remember: keep elbows squeezed together when brining hands into chest 

Walking 

Natural walking on diagonal 

Remember: natural walks not ballet walks, keep chin and eye line up, sharp change of direction 

Magic feet 

Clip finger, flex feet, push feet into a point 

Repeat  

Remember: use the whole foot and work through the arch making sure the toes are the last thing to 

point, elbows in line with shoulders when clipping fingers, look at your fingers as you clip, must sit 

up tall through all exercise 

Leg stretching 

Laying on floor knees bent feet on the floor 

Extend leg along the floor, return to start position, then unfold leg from the knee & extend  

Remember: leg unfolds from the knee it is not a high kick 

Squeeze and stretch 

Hug knees, then straighten & point toes slowly along the floor and push hands out to the side 

Repeat 2 more times 

On the fourth time reach up as you unfold the legs, claps hands high then bring hands into chest 

Remember: use your facial expression 

The puppet 

Starting arms out to the side in line with shoulders 

Drop head & shoulders arms relax, bend all the way the floor, recover slowly to start position 

Repeat 2 more times 

Drop right arm, drop left arm, drop head & shoulders, recover to start position 

Remember: when doing full bend forward don’t bend your knees too much, the bend comes from 

your hips, movements reflect the music, use your facial expression 

Arm swings 

Start facing right diagonal (remember you are standing in your own little box) 

Arm swings low, medium, high, clasp hands, shoot arms high, then float arms down 



Remember: no arched backs when swinging arms high, keep shoulders down, eye line down when 

you bring hands into chest then eye line up when you shoot arms up, palms facing eachother when 

you shoot arms up 

Running 

Natural running from the corner 

Rhythm  

Clap: 1 2 3 4 &5 

Repeat 

Mark 1 2 3 4 then clap &5 

Repeat 

Movement to same rhythm 

Skipping 

Natural skips in a circle 

Remember: Skips are low to floor (not like elevated ballet skips), point feet & travel lot’s 

Galloping 

Start in left corner back of room 

6 gallops to right front corner of room, jump feet together, clap 

Remember: arms swing in low parallel, look where you are going, keeps knees bent gallops are low 

to the floor  

Bounces 

4 bounces, 3 jumps, clap 

4 bounces, big jump to second, jump feet together, clap clap clap 

Remember: bounces barely come off the floor, jumps are high, jump to second is the biggest jump, 

point toes on every jump 

Running with action 

Start left back corner of room 

Natural run to right front corner of room 1 2 3 4 

Slow motion action 5 6 7 8 

Amalgamation 

Bow 

 


